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3D Issue Professional is an advanced program
specialized in creating interactive digital
magazines, eBooks, social hubs, as well as
branded apps. What you can do with 3D Issue
Professional First of all, you can convert custom
PDFs to desktop, tablet and mobile flipbooks, and
publish them to your websites, native apps and
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readers, DVD, or the tool’s uberfast cloud
service. Secondly, you may bundle social
content, blogs and news into a centralized hub.
This function is suitable for accessing feeds from
Twitter, Facebook and other online platforms
from a single location. The last important thing
that you can do with 3D Issue Professional is to
create content suitable for native programs for
iOS, Android smartphones, and tablet devices.
Clean design The tool makes a very good
impression in the visual department. It sports a
straightforward and sleek design that allows you
to create a new project or open an existing one.
One or more documents can be dragged and
dropped directly in the main panel for defining a
new magazine. Help manual and video tutorials
are available in case you need to find out more
about the program’s capabilities. The multi-



tabbed environment helps you set up three key
aspects, namely Content, Design and Output
parameters. Prepare your PDF files for
publication You can define the page order, add
new pages from other PDF files or remove the
selected pages, as well as alter the layout of the
PDF (single page, double page or a mixture of
both). The utility lets you set up multiple profiles
to be used for quick publishing tasks. A new
profile can be configured in terms of name,
copyright information, logo or text, domains
where the digital editions are hosted to (URL and
Google Analytics ID), as well as SEO parameters
(name, publication title, description, and
keywords). Customize each PDF page PDF pages
can be personalized with the aid of a thorough
set of design parameters related to appearance
(e.g. top banner, preloader, intro, theme, drop



shadow), interactive elements (e.g. web link,
email, comments, audio, animation, Flash,
download, and image gallery buttons), plugins
(Facebook, Google+, Instagram, RSS, Twitter and
YouTube buttons), features (e.g. Fullscreen,
Thumbnails, Search, Print), table of contents,
zoom options, audio settings, and user login.
Output settings You are given the freedom to
export the project to Flash/HTML5 format suitable
for iPhone/iPad, Android
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Are you looking for an easy photo editor? Want to
add special effects, such as stickers, frames,



overlays, and filters? Then Easy Photo Movie
Maker is what you need. Easy Photo Movie Maker
Description: Are you looking for an easy photo
editor? Want to add special effects, such as
stickers, frames, overlays, and filters? Then Easy
Photo Movie Maker is what you need. Easy Photo
Movie Maker Description: Are you looking for an
easy photo editor? Want to add special effects,
such as stickers, frames, overlays, and filters?
Then Easy Photo Movie Maker is what you need.
Like it? Please Share! ]]>10BestAll-in-one Photo
Management Software for Mobile Devices Thu, 26
Apr 2017 11:03:25 +0000 Photo Management
Software for Mobile Devices The mobile industry
is a minefield of complicated apps, and no
wonder: the more we have, the better. For that
reason, it makes sense that photo-related apps
have mushroomed in recent years, as people



realize the potential of their smartphones and
tablets to be something more than just a very
handy [...] The mobile industry is a minefield of
complicated apps, and no wonder: the more we
have, the better. For that reason, it makes sense
that photo-related apps have mushroomed in
recent years, as people realize the potential of
their smartphones and tablets to be something
more than just a very handy tool. When it comes
to photo management software, things are just
as complicated. In this category, it’s no surprise
that there are many tools that promise to do all
the heavy lifting, from automatic photo
organization and tagging to collaborative sharing.
After all, not all of us want to have to
painstakingly sift through our photos to find the
ones we actually want to share, and having to
jump through an app to find that one photo we



just happened to take that’s a little different from
the others would be a hassle. That’s why we’ve
rounded up our favorites, ranging from free apps
to cloud-based services. The latter are by far the
most popular today, but 2edc1e01e8
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An all-in-one magazine creation tool for iPad and
iPad mini, iPhone, Android mobile devices, and
tablet computers. 3D Issue Professional’s core
functionality is comprised of two major sections,
namely Content and Design. If you are proficient
with Adobe Acrobat, this product would allow you
to create PDF files from virtually any document
format you are familiar with. Adobe Acrobat and
3D Issue Professional are not compatible with the
same types of files. One has the power to convert
its file format while the other has the ability to
create a PDF file for those formats. You can try a
free demo version of 3D Issue Professional. It
includes a one-month trial of the cloud service.
COSMOS helps you define or import PDF layouts



into 3D COSMOS magazines. Its features include
text editing, page shifting, pagination and
bookmarks, which can be exported as a.swf or
a.tiff for rendering into the App-Store. COSMOS
eBooks help you create virtual books with
interactive features and multimedia. Create and
publish them online, export to PDF format or
distribute as native mobile apps. Free trial allows
you to import your PDF files into 3D COSMOS and
COSMOS eBooks. Key Features: 3D COSMOS for
iPad, iPhone, Android mobile devices, and tablet
computers. 3D COSMOS eBooks for iPad, iPhone,
Android mobile devices, and tablet computers.
Vendor: COSMOS Web Publishing License:
Shareware File Size: 9.28MB The 3D Effects Pro
application will allow you to generate 3D
Content. It can convert all the documents into 3D
content and other documents into 2D. The app



can provide 3D effects to PDF, DOC, XLS, and PPT
documents as well as convert them. You can edit
the text and graphics on your PDF documents to
make them look more lively. You can make the
whole content a 3D view. If you are looking for a
simple and free PDF to PDF 3D animator, then
PDF Magic 3D Animator is the right choice for
you. It allows you to add dynamic and interactive
content to a PDF document. The app supports
animated symbols, graphic frames, stamps,
slides and other interactive components. You can
add Adobe Flash animation effects to a PDF
document to make the content more interesting
and intriguing. The software
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What's New in the 3D Issue Professional?

Ultra-Easy-to-Use PDF Converter 3D Issue
Professional is a powerful tool that enables you to
convert PDF documents to flat, interactive
mobile, cloud and web applications. Easily create
3D digital magazines, e-books, social hubs and
branded apps in minutes and then publish them
to smartphones and tablets. 3D Issue
Professional is a multi-purpose app that lets you
effortlessly convert native PDFs to mobile and
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web applications in just a couple of minutes. With
the use of an ultra-advanced 3D technology, you
can quickly create interactive digital magazines,
e-books, social hubs, and branded apps to
publish them to iOS, Android, BlackBerry,
Windows and OS X, Windows Phone, and others
smartphones and tablets. The software supports
a wide variety of functionality including text,
illustration, voice, video, animation and Flash. It
provides easy-to-use intuitive user interface for
common PDF manipulations, such as: page
copying, page cutting and pasting, merging and
splitting, adding/removing pages and other
alterations. You can also choose one of the
variety of output profiles to generate HTML5,
native mobile and cloud applications for iOS,
Android, BlackBerry and Windows Phone, or you
can export PDF documents in any output format



with any desired settings. Also, you can preview
every conversion with no quality loss. The best of
both worlds! It's an all-in-one app that enables
you to create dynamic magazines and convert
native PDF files to Flash, HTML5, mobile and
cloud-ready apps. Powerful Functionality for Fast
and Easy PDF Conversion 3D Issue Professional is
a versatile tool that lets you convert any PDF file
in a few clicks, either you need to convert a
single document or a whole folder. With a super-
fast technology, the tool lets you create
interactive digital magazines, e-books, social
hubs, and branded apps in just a couple of
minutes, then publish them to iOS, Android,
BlackBerry, Windows and OS X, Windows Phone,
and others smartphones and tablets. The tool
provides easy-to-use intuitive user interface for
common PDF manipulations, including: page



copying, page cutting and pasting, merging and
splitting, adding/removing pages and other
alterations. Besides, you can choose one of the
variety of output profiles to generate HTML5,
native mobile and cloud applications for iOS,
Android, BlackBerry and Windows Phone, or you
can export PDF documents in any output format
with any desired settings. Also, you can preview
every conversion with no quality loss. As a
powerful PDF converter, the software lets you
add text, illustration, voice, video, animation and
Flash to any PDF document, then create an
interactive e-book, magazine or flash-like app.
Besides, you can choose to convert a single file
or a whole folder of PDF documents with ease.
The tool works as a PDF to eBook converter that
can turn



System Requirements:

* Windows 10 OS or later * 5.0 GB of free hard
disk space * DirectX 9.0c compatible video card
Color is a suspenseful crime game, a story of a
man and a woman on the crusade to save their
families from an unknown and sinister force. The
game takes place in the middle of the
tumultuous "Inquisition Period" in Mexico, in the
late 1500s, an era that was marked by immense
social and political upheaval. The story involves
two people
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